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GENCL pajamas

(3 reviews)

Item Code: GENCL pajamas

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 32 Cm

width 25 Cm

high 5 Cm

volume weight 800.00 g

This is a soft and breathable pajama dress that naturally fits the skin. It is very suitable for casual
pajamas, daily home wear, and birthday gifts for daughters. The pajamas are designed in solid colors
to minimize damage caused by printing. The collar of the pajamas is designed with ruffles, and the
neckline size can be adjusted freely with the tie 
Basic Information: 
✔ Comfortable girl pajamas: comfortable and breathable cotton material. 
✔ High-quality durable fabric, will not irritate the skin, super soft and comfortable children's pajamas.
Girls pajamas dresses can take good care of your lovely children. 
✔ Design: The neckline of this girl's pajamas is designed with frills, with laces, and the size of the
neckline can be adjusted freely. The length of the pajamas is above the knee. Keep your little girl warm
at home or while sleeping. 
✔ The cuffs of this pajama are slightly closed, and the lace at the hem is naturally drooping. Soft,
comfortable and cute pajamas, suitable for all seasons. Little girls will feel like a princess in this pajama
dress. 
▶ Features: 
◇The pleated design of the tie on the round neck design 
◇The neckline size can be adjusted freely 
◇Style and breathable mesh design
◇Easy and comfortable fit 
◇ Fashion: Slightly closed hem lace design 
◇ The color design of this girl's pajamas is simple and cute. 
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◇ Available in white, rose red and transparent blue 
◇ Very suitable for pajamas, home wear, home wear and casual daily wear 
▶ Warm reminder: 
Hand wash is recommended, please refer to the size chart first. Please check the size chart before
ordering, if you have any questions, please feel free to contact us

Product Review

By Deja Mclean

2021-03-01 17:27:27

pajamas

Love this chemise so much that I’m going to order another one.The cut is very flattering. The lace part is stretchy so it’s very
forgiving if you’re larger on top, it still holds it’s shape nicely and holds everything in place, not cheaply made.I’m 5’1” a
nd around 165lbs, the large was perfect

pajam
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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By Mariam Chang

2021-03-01 17:27:23

I purchaed this for my daughter to wear on her wedding night. She didn't want white, she wanted purple which is her favorite c
olor. It's beautiful. I LOVE the color! I think she and soon to be hubby wiill like it!

By Ariana Shepherd

2021-03-01 17:27:19

pajamas

Just as pictured and described. Nice fabric. Soft lace. Comfortable elastic straps. I’m 5’0”, 108 lbs, 34c/d (93 cm). I ordered t
he silver tone. It covers and hugs the girls nicely.
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